Karen Reigns As '67 Queen

Karen Yount
1!)()7 Homecoming Queen

Karen Yount now reigns at
Taylor University's Homecoming
Queen. Her coronation earlier
this evening in Maytag Gymna
sium climaxed the annual "Pa
rade of the Lovelies." Runnerups were Sue Peterson and
Carol Coates.
In the ceremony, accented by
a Greco-Roman decorative motil and repeated trumpet fan
fares, Linda Mortenson Ladd,
1966 Homecoming Queen, placed
the sparkling crystal tiara on
Karen's head. After being es
corted to the golden throne, Kar
en was presented with a dozen
long-stemmed red roses by Gary
Dennis, T-Club president. Mar
vin Bechtel and the Collegians
sang "The Taylor Queen" and
"The Halls of Ivy" in her honor.
Bonnie Dixon and Bob Wolgemuth presided over the cere
mony.
Karen is a senior from West
Milton, Ohio, and is majoring in
sociology. She was escorted by
John McDugall, a 1967 Taylor
graduate. This year she is serv
ing as chairman of the Gamma

Delta Beta Society, vice-presi
dent of PEMM Club, captain of
the cheerleaders, and secretary
of the Inter-Class Council.
A senior English education
major from Spokie, 111., Sue was
escorted by Jim Jerele, senior
from Clearwater, Fla. Carol, a
junior with an education major,
is from Indianapolis, and was
escorted by Fred Downs, 1967
Taylor graduate from Galion,
Ohio.

Today's Homecoming activities
began with the Queen Candidate
Dinner at 6 p.m. and will close
with a pep rally following the
coronation.
Approximately 100 torch-carry
ing men from Wengatz Hall will
escort the queen to the pep ral
ly. Wengatz men will also carry
a lighted torch around the foot
ball field through the night and
morning until the time of the
football game tomorrow.

Sue Peterson

Carol

Coates

Folksinger To Close
Alumni Day Activities
Floats, decorations and activity
will excite the attention of re
turning alumni, says Ed Bruerd,
alumni executive secretary.
The events for tomorrow have
been outlined by Bruerd. In the
morning, organizations and resid
ence halls will present their in
terpretations of "Discovery," the
theme of Homecoming. The four
academic classes will move their
floats to the field for judging be
fore noon.
The homecoming parade will
march to the field at 1:15 p.m.
The kick-off for the football game
against Hanover College will be
gin at 2 p.m. The band will
present a half-time program on
the theme of "Discovery."
At 7:30 p.m. in the gymnasium,
the annual variety hour will spot
light Taylor University students
and guest artists. There is no ad
mission for this hour of entertain
ment.
At 10 p.m. Joan Goddard, a
junior speech major from North
Central College, will lead a folk
sing at the campus lake. This

activity will end the events of
the day.
Joan started playing guitar in
high school at a Young Life
Ranch. She has made many appearanees including conventions,
art festivals, radio and TV. She
was awarded a scholarship by
Belhaven College for her stu
dent procurement assemblies in
high schools.
This past summer Joan was on
the staff of Campus Crusade for
Christ at Arrowhead Springs,
California. She worked with other
staff members on the beaches,
among the hippies and at head
quarters conferences. Although
she has been approached by pro
moters, she has no intention of
becoming a professional.
The dress for this occasion is
informal. Student Union director,
David Klopfenstein, advised. Girls
are advised to wear slacks and
bring a blanket to sit upon. In
case of bad weather the folk
sing will be held in the gym.
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Drama To Present Totting Shed'
As the Premier Major Production
Neither the gardener nor the
butler but the potting shed turns
out to be the deciding clue in
solving the mystery in the first
of this season's dramatic presen
tations. Graham Greene's The
Potting Shed, under the direction
of Mrs. Gladys Greathouse, pro
fessor of speech and dramatics,
will be given Thursday-Saturday,
Oct. 26-28, by the Trojan Players
and the drama department.
James Callifer (Dion Stevens),
an unwanted son, returns to see

his father just as he is on his
deathbed. His mother (Debby
Daniel) refuses to permit James
to see his father, even in his last
moments. He finds himself alie
nated from the rest of his family
and even his wife (Kay Walker)
has become a stranger to him.
The mystery, locked in a deterio
rating potting shed, begins to
unravel only when an inquisitive
13-year-old (Linda Cain) turns
detective.
Other members of the cast in

clude a drunken priest (John
Leonard), an elderly widow
(Chris Nightengale), a psychiatrist
(John Cantrall), an atheist doctor
(Jeff Carr), a brother to James
(John D'Allesandro), the priest's
housekeeper (Charlotte Woodrow), and a news reporter (Dale
Hendley).
The play will be presented in
Shreiner Auditorium at 8:15 p.m.
each evening. Tickets are on sale
now in the Speech and Drama
Building for $1.50 each.

P a t t o n E x h i b i t s Work
In O n e - M a n S h o w

Echo, Ilium Go
To ACP Meeting
Eight student publication mem
bers are presently attending the
annual
Associated
Collegiate
Press convention in Chicago, Jay
Comstock, Echo editor said. They
are attending workshops and
seminar sessions related to pub
lication work.
Representing the I l i u m are coeditors Carole Nussbaum and Bob
Witmer; Merna Zimmerman, ad
ministration section editor; and
Scott Hawkins, sports editor.
ECHO staff members now at
Chicago are Rick Turner, man
aging editor; Dave Gilliland and
Greg Watson, news editors; and
Tom Story, Student Council re
porter.
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A still lake, a glowing campfire, and soft guitar music will blend
together in the final activity of the 1967 Homecoming weekend.
Folksinger Joan Goddard will lead the 10 p.m. song fest tomorrow
night at the campus lake.

Professor Jack Patton of the
Taylor art department is dis
playing a one-man art show in
the first floor corridor of the
Liberal Arts building. This special
"Homecoming" display is the first
of five exhibits scheduled this
year by the art department. Patton's 34-piece exhibit includes
watercolors, oils, drawings, and
prints.
The art department has moved
from their former quarters in
MCW to the former Chemistry
building, where they occupy the
west half. "There are 127 stu
dents in my classes," says Pro
fessor Patton. This is a record
number.
The classes offered cover all

phases of art, including sculpture,
painting, drawing, ceramics and
jewelry making-silver smithing
Patton is also interested in ere
ative puppetry and plans to in
troduce a course in this next fall
Professor Patton has also an
nounced the other art shows
Mrs. Marilyn Feighner of Mar
ion will exhibit her works here
from Nov. 4 through Nov. 20.
Professor Ray E. Bullock's Fine
Arts class will exhibit their pro
jects from January 22 through
February 2, Second semester
there will also be a one-man show
by Dwight Boyer of Speedway,
Indiana, as well as the annual
Fine Arts Festival, a studentfaculty show.
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EDITORIALS

R. A. Viewpoints . .

' D e f a c t o S e g r e g a t i o n ' Exists
Iii this day of integration when the cry is for everyone
to integrate to the ultimate, we at Taylor still have segrega
tion. This segregation can be noticed during chapel, meals,
and many social events as well!
In chapel we all know that the faculty, staff, and ad
ministration have their designated area in which to sit but
have you ever noticed how the students segregate themselves?
By a careful glance around the auditorium during chapel, one
is able to see this segregation. One finds that a majority of
the Taylor coeds sit on one side of the auditorium while the
men sit on the other side. If one is in the dining hall he sees a
majority of women in various clusters and the men also in
other clusters scattered about the room.

What is the cause of this segregation? or possibly the
question should be asked, "Who is afraid of whom?" Then
there is the vital question, "Is there a remedy to this prob
lem?"
One possible method might be in having a brother-sister
hood week. Then one could overhear one Taylor male saying
to another "Hey, this is brother-sisterhood week. Take a Taylor
coed to lunch." This type of remedy if presented in the right
manner might help some other major problems on campus too.
Who knows—chapel attendance might increase.
p

Student Effort Receives Praise
The image of Taylor in the surrounding community is
being bolstered by the newest additions to the public rela
tions media. And this time, students, through the organiza
tion of Inter-Class Council, are shouldering the load.
The first radio broadcast from the Taylor Educational
Media Center took place last Saturday morning over FM station
WWHC of Hartford City, and further broadcasts are planned
for each Saturday morning, 10 a.m. to noon.

The noteworthy aspect of this project is that it is a
student-directed attempt to specifically reach the surround
ing community. With other student activities, benefits to
the community have been little more than by-products of
campus events.
We salute ICC and those assisting in the broadcasts not
just for their contribution to the campus but especially for their
interest in relaying the best of the college to those outside, j

Concern Needs Expression
"I was ted up feeling that people like me because of
the status of my parents or because of the kind of car I
drive. All the values I heard about in class were kicked
around, dirtied, and no one cared."
An Indianapolis youth after an attempt at suicide provided
this insight into his feelings. Although this extreme reaction to
problems is net the norm at Taylor, the three problems pointed
out are often common to the small campus community.

Typically, students at Taylor are impressed by things
about their fellow students rather than impressed' by the
students themselves. Often students judge their fellows by
the friends they have, the activities in which they partici
pate, the positions of leadership they hold, or even the
kind of car they drive.
That values and principles are unclear was demonstrated
this morning in the Faculty, Trustee, Student Convocation. Hope
fully, students gained a clearer understanding of what is ex
pected of them and what they are to expect from the university.
Only through this free discourse are students ever going to fully
understand the important issues, such as the "honor system."

"And no one cared." Fortunately this cannot be said
about Taylor. The student body as a whole, the Student
Council, the staff, and the trustees have all displayed a
vital interest in the upbuilding of Taylor, her ideals, and,
most of all, the individual.
The recent controversy over NSA and the Soap Box of
Swallow Robin are just two examples of ways in which stu
dents have showed their concern. Confusion of values and
false creteria for evaluating students, though abstract, are two
more areas where students may show initiative and concern.
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Thoughts from the Preacher
by Ken Bell
Dear Ken,
I express my
appreciation for
your h onest
questions
and
thoughts
about
life. You, like I
\ was once, seem
torn apart by natural desires
while you rummage for a purpose in life.
I know I have mentioned this
before, Ken, but please remember my advice comes not from
my father's indoctrination or the
temple's tradition but my own
vain search for real life.
Don't be fooled by the image
your world has about "real living. I think he was an English fellow—a don—C. S. Lewis
who questioned the meaning o~f
the word "real" when attached
to life in a book of letters,
(Please forgive my lack of details, but I am not up on the
current future.)
Although I can't be sure,
we probably share a common
thought and one you should un
derscore. Let me explain from
my experience.
There was a time when en
joyment and luxury
„ - were the

summum bonum (Kant I am
sure, something about duty and
esire meeting) of my life.
you think your president's
ouse is nice you should have
seen my buildings^ Not only a
eautiful home, but acres of
ed nltti g
"S. and ,orchards
J ' , Were also. m/ne'
might haveThouRhi t" US y°U
whnpvp
M 5 ! TS ' ' '
MidaJ I think
" ' ' '
„ ,
,
"
mgi
mine but T had'mo 0S6,
mistresses than
™ and
you will have

dates. Now I realize that isn't
profound, but this is: my wornen were more in number than
all of ancient mythology (although I never caused a war).
Meant to enrich, my use of sex
ravished in true Spenserian and
Miltonic spirit.
I mean this when I say there
wasn't a thing in the world I
couldn't have, but for some reason
the fun stopped—I„
"
" " when
hated life. It was like trying to
catch the wind,
Later rny efforts were entirely
intellectual pursuits. With gifted knowledge I penned many
proverbs; however, not all my
thought was fruitful. My darkened mind conceived of life as
a puppet controlled by holy
strings.
I figured he controlled everything in a time or season. (But
I see from the future that I

Of all my ways of living, I,
who had all materially, socially
and intellectually, say fear God
„
llu
1B
LummanamemSi
and
keep „
His
commandments.
He will judge every work and
seCret think whether it is good
or evil.
I hope my mixed-up life and
these few words help you find
real life in God.
Your friend,
Solomon

Left and right . . .

Setting Our Sights
by joseph fritzsche
& dwight kay
POLITICS ... the word itself,
to many people, suggests corruption, the abuse of power for
personal gain, excessive spending 0f tax revenue, favoritism,
smoke filled rooms and wild parties at which decisions are made
that shape national policy. Regardless of one's own opinion,
P°litics is a Part of our society
md itS eV6r increasing role indicates u's here t0 stay for a
l0ng' l0ng
As the complexity of our soCiety continues to snowball, government assumes more responsibility in dealing with the com-

Smatterings of Thought . . .

Values of a Nose
by Larry Austin
That odd protuberance affixed
to the face we
call the nose is
more than an
item of embarr a s s m e n t o r a
signature of
character, an object of ailment
or a target of anger. It is, in
fact, a structure of economic,
scholastic, and aesthetic impor-

wasn't the last to reason thus.)
Again I was trying to catch the
wind,
As I reflect my life, my advice
__ you, Ken,, is to
„„ enjoy your
^
to
youth and remember the fun
you had, but here is the issue.
Remember your Creator in the
days of your youth,
Soon even you will age, rising
early in the morning, afraid to
V - . . . . . . and losing
i r a u i 6 your
,yu
travel
appetite
and sensual desires.

plex problems facing our nation
and other nations. There is no
way one can isolate himself
Lorn the politics of government
no matter how hard one tries.'
Every decision that is made every bill passed, every agency established, every program start
ed, is going to effect someone,
someplace, sometime . . . usually
most of us most of the time,
Before takinS a firm
stand on
any tyPe of i88ue' «>ere are four
criteria which must be met.
First, one must be aware that
the issue exists and accept it as
reality. Second, one must be familiar with the facts of the issue, both pro and con. Third,
one must have awareness of and
respect for another's personal
opinion.
Finally,
one
must
THINK . . . think over all the
Pros and cons, the opinions of

been for the divine utilitarian ^ Md .t,h;/easoningfbeMn;
positioning of the nose, scholar- TLy •' the.n °ne
^
ship would be short lived among
I f " r6latl°n t0 hlS °Wn
scholars; but upon their triangu lndlVldual att,ltude structure and
lar structures is mounteT the IT"16
background. The
optical aid for continued study 1 JT"
f', °Pim°n t0
T h u a . . . a M b u t a to a n a t o m y !
'
m
L
T
'
scholarship prevails
The goal of this column is to
The nose ultimately is a ve- fhTf
^ forefr°nt many of
hide of aesthetic appreciation ^e Politica issues that are facing
Though some smells be odious
? tif g0,vernme"t'
to^ cartilaginous construe- 0f
Tody Beffig

inf°r.m,ed !s essential to a
Too frequently we fail to re- trasi are iffierpTeteTwRh0sat£
alize that a large part of our faction. Despite the various ^
d
\
% education. What is
18 not. taking 3
American economy exists as a ticulate combinations of nose groun d fa t
result of our noses. The nose in- characteristics-whether long or fnd J™ '
Judgments'
dustry is a multi-million-dollar- short, fat or thin straighf or
, P+
experiences, and
a-year business, which affords curved-that odd 'protuberance Z TZf
T fR"
people an opportunity for finan.
finan
is more than a ventilator.
deriving
opinion? This is all part of tl
cial advancement upon invest
learning process.
ment. Its foremost product is
Dr. Gordon
Zimmerman,
We plan to Conner all types i
the handkerchief—made of silk
academic dean, announced that
issues; controversial-n o n-contr
for the aristocratic noses and of
all sophomores are required
versial, national — internationa
linen for the more common
to take the English Proficiency
federal-state,
and those issues <
structures. An outgrowth of this
Examination next Tuesday
particular concern to Taylor Ur
clothy nasal machinery was the
morning, Oct. 24, from 8-12
versity.
Kleenex—to accommodate those
noon. Those students whose
In connering the pros and con
thrifty noses. What a mighty
last names begin with letters
liberal and conservative areas i
force this fleshy framework has
A-L report to Shreiner Audi
these issues, the statements mac
on the economic world!
torium and M-Z report to LA
will vary from actual fact 1
This sloping appendage is also
220, 238, and 240 at 8 a.m.
our own personal, bigoted opi:
of scholastic value. Had it not
ions.
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Letters to a secular campus . . .

Do We A p p e a r I n t o l e r a n t ?
by James V. McKay
James, the Taylorite, to Benedictus, who dwells
upon the Secular
Campus: g r e e t 
ings unto you
and all of Hard
ing House.
What you said in your last
letter, my friend, is true. It is
our basic constitutional right to
disagree with and oppose certain
contemporary trends of thought
or action in society or govern
ment. Because of this freedom,
we stand as free individuals
within the superstructure of our
mass society.
Because of sincere, dedicated
dissenters, the foundation of our
nation is prevented from lapsing
into a state of stagnant decay.
We see this exemplified by to
day's concern over civil-rights,
the war in VietNam and Picasso's
sculpture at Chicago's Civic
Center.
Great dissenters throughout
history have played pivotal roles
in determining the future course
of mankind. One of these men,
my friend, is Jesus the Nazarene,
who had the courage to stand up
and disagree with current trends

in religious thought. This man
was not the pale Galilean, meek
and mild, but a revolutionary
who saw the real aches and pains
within the hearts of the masses.
This is not the popular con
cept of Jesus that we see pre
valent today, but the real Jesus,
walking endless miles to help the
needy, driving corruption from
the Temple, and rebuking many
of the powerful and sometimes
hypocritical religionists of the
time, who did not concern them
selves with the true needs of
those about them.
But, my dear Benedictus, there
is more to this Jesus than many
today have failed to see. This is
Jesus the Christ. He saw that the
pleas and cries of the people
were not for more ethics, more
theology and more "justice" as
we are led to suspect.
Rather, they clamoured for the
opportunity to discover the na
ture of the God to which current
theologians kept vaguely refer
ring. And it was this God who
saw their needs and came down
in the form of a human being and
called Himself Christ, the Mes
siah. He dissented and rebuked
and criticised until He was made

to suffer; and He died that He
might reveal another Life.
So, my friend Benedictus, this
is why we seem intolerant. We
reserve our right to dissent
against any theology that offers
nothing more to a man's soul
than a list of social ethics and
deistic guess-work. Rather, dear
friend, we will proclaim the
Gospel, not religion, of the liv
ing Christ.. .until the end comes.
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Letters to the editor . . .

Students Explain NSA Politics,
React Adversely To NSA Service
Dear Editor:
I'm sure we as students are
vitally concerned about being
accurately informed on pertin
ent issues on campus. In the Oc
tober 13, 1967 issue of the Echo
there was written a letter to the
editor which stated that Taylor
should be concerned with its
reputation because we are asso
ciating with an association with
the following political stands:

Float-building Procedure . . .

Classes Transform Wagons
by Carol Wolf

There is really nothing difficult fall, the economic influence is
in building a float. All that is felt as far away as Bluffton.
The next item on the list is
needed is one big hay wagon,
from 5000 to 7000 paper napkins, chicken wire, which normally
hundreds of yards of string, presents no problem. But this

Both guys and girls alike work
on transforming plain paper
napkins into carnations.
Meanwhile an elaborate skele
ton is being made. Then both
groups unite to tie bushels of
flowers onto the chicken-wire,
tack the chicken-wire to the
wooden skeleton, and complete
the innumerable details which do
not spring up until deadline time.
Considering the work involved,
maybe there are difficulties in
building a float.

Flag desecration should be le
galized, abortion should be le
galized, L.S.D. and marihuana
should be legalized and distrib
uted on college campus, and
black liberation "by any means
necessary" (riots, murder, etc.).
I would like to inform the stu
dent body and the writer of that
article that the National Student
Organization, to which Taylor
belongs, does not have political
stands on any of the issues des
cribed in the letter last week in
the Echo.
NSA does not make any reso
lution a political stand unless
it is passed by a % majority
vote of Congress. This summer
NSA passed only three resolu
tions which qualified them for a
political stand, and they are as
follows:
The Draft Resolution, which
merely revealed the students'
diseontent with the drafting of
married men, those men who
were partially disabled and still
inducted and the drafting of
college students trying to fur
ther their education. The reso
lution goes on to state its dis
contentment with the draft pol
icies and the war in Vietnam.

Council Offers Criticism
As NSA Letter Draws Fire
The technique of making paper flowers is not as difficult as it is
tiresome. Helping complete the sophomore float are (I. to r.) Linda
Harris, Carol Leibnitz, Jan Cardin and Pam Cauble.

/ards of chicken wire, lumber,
a world of imagination, and
hundreds of enthusiastic stu
dents.
None of these presents a prob
lem until they have to be ob
tained. Financially each class is
permitted to spend as much as
$70 for materials. As everyone
knows how wealthy each class
treasury is, there is never a
problem here.
Securing a large wagon could
present some trouble, but the
only real problem is not in get
ting it from the farmer, but rath
er in getting it away from the
farm. One way is to rent a horse
to pull the wagon.
Paper napkins are the next
items. Covering at least 100
square feet of the float area
takes quite a few flowers—
napkin flowers, that is—and each

is compensated the difficulty in
obtaining lumber. As seven tired
freshmen will verify, a truck with
a faulty ignition starter should
not be used when picking up
lumber. Unaware of the trouble,
they had to push a truck full of
lumber three miles to school.
Imagination ranks second in
importance in float building. This
cannot be begged, bought, or
borrowed. It can only be volun
teered.
Finally comes the most import
ant factor-student labor. Hun
dreds of students work night and
day to complete their master
piece. They work in barn, field
house, student center; they en
joy themselves in a private home,
student's room, a lounge, but all
the time their hands are busy on
their goal, their dream, their
FLOAT.

Sharp criticism of a recent
letter to the editor in the Echo
concerning the National Student
Association was the subject of
discussion in this week's Student
Council meeting on Monday
night. The letter appeared in last
week's Echo under the title of
Student Delegate Opposes NSA
as Irresponsible Organization."
Council also discussed its re
cent resolution regarding the
relationship of the Taylor student
body to NSA membership.
Recording to Treasurer John
Emery, the letter characterized
ignorance and irresponsibility.
Dave Lorenc, NCA coordinator,
agreed that it was irresponsible
because issues in it were mis
quoted. Samuel Delcamp, Student
Affairs director, stated that the
author assumed conclusions for
which he did not have substantial
information. Organizations Chair
man Bill Lang suggested that
much of what was said in the
article was out of context.
Delcamp also said that mention

in the recent NSA resolution con
cerning permanent establishment
of membership in NSA was an
unfortunate stating of an already
established fact. This wording led
some to believe that the resolu
tion was permanently establishing
a Taylor-NSA relationship. In the
ensuing discussion, Council went
further in its opinion that its
resolution should have been
better worded.
The policy has been that Coun
cil could vote each year on con
tinuing NSA membership. If
Council did not vote, Taylor re
mained a member.
Taylor could have pulled out
of NSA by simple majority of
Council voting prior to the resolu
tion. This was also the procedure
for becoming a member. The
present resolution requires a %
vote of Council plus a simple
majority in a campus referendum
to take any action along these
lines.
Council also stressed that Tay
lor was a member of NSA before
the resolution was passed.

The Drug Resolution, which
states that the use of drugs
(L.S.D., marihuana, etc.) is a ma
jor problem and that the use of
drugs should not be condoned
but should be treated as a health
problem or habit like drinking.
It should not be treated as a
criminal offense but a health
problem and be treated as such.
Contrary to last week's article,
the resolution does not state
that these drugs should be free
ly distributed on the college
campus.
The Black Liberation, which
is now a political stand of NSA
is a resolution which only states
that white people and black peo
ple should live equally with one
another. The resolution does
state that the black people
should try every possible way to
bring about equality and this is
what is meant "by any means
necessary." It does not state by
(riots, murder, etc.), in fact
when the resolution was made it
was pointed out that NSA does
not back up riots, murder, and
violet acts but simply equality
and peace,
Our purpose in NSA is one of
benefiting from the many stu
dent services which are offered
by this organization which is the
largest
student
organization
known. These services were
pointed out to the student body
in an article written by Beth
Lenox in last week's Echo. An
other purpose for our affiliation
in NSA is so that we can have
a voice in this organization be
cause there is a move from other
Christian schools in considering
affiliation with NSA.
I challenge students not to be
lieve everything they read, in
cluding this article, until they
learn the facts for themselves.
Respectfully submitted,
Dave Lorenc
Taylor Delegate to NSA
Convention

Dear Editor,
Now is the time for every stu
dent to make a decision: Should
we or should we not disaffiliate
from NSA? Let's examine the
reasons cited in last week's Echo
for remaining in NSA; namely,
the student services. They include
a discount service, the contract
ing of top entertainment, a travel
abroad service, a student govern
ment information service, and the
sponsorship of course evaluation.
Nothing was done in the past
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Discovery in drama . . .

Players Work To Produce First Play
learn . . . create . . .
effort . . . together

We'll use this
as a desk.

"Are you leaving
tomorrow, James?"

Every year, Taylor's entertainment programming is
highlighted by the dramatic productions of the Trojan Play
ers. Students, faculty, and administration—all that are
part of Taylor—enjoy the fine work done by these student
actors. Few, however, realize the tremendous effort ex
pended in the production of a play.
"Creating" is a very accurate description of the work
done by these students. Many recreation and study hours
are sacrificed as they memorize lines and learn to actually
"become" the characters they portray. Many additional
hours are spent in rehearsal, where the object is to "make
things fit." Every word, every move is analyzed in relation
to the total effect. The students find that learning to create
on stage must be a joint effort.
Producing a play is more than just rehearsal, however.
Another facet is staging. Someone must create, within the
boundaries of the stage, an environment that will make the
audience willing to accept things as they seem—not as
they actually are. The audience must be able to allow itself
to be "fooled." This part of the production involves the
designing and building of walls with windows and doors,
shelves, artificial fireplaces, and so on, according to the
requirements of the script. Such work takes up many
evenings that could have been more enjoyably spent.
Promotion, ticket sales, and even ushering are jobs that
must be done as well. Each area of work must fit in with the
rest in order for the play to be a success. It is impossible to
determine who works the hardest. One cannot say which
job is most difficult. All involve time. All involve sacrifice.
With these things in mind, let us be sure to attend this,
the first dramatic production of the year, and, as we enjoy
the play, let us think of the work that has been done to
bring us another evening of high-level entertainment. And
let this be tor us—as well as for the ones who have worked
with such dedication— let this be a new "discovery in
drama.
Photographs and essay
by Joe Brenneman
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A Symposium . . .

Critics, Professors Comment on 'Potting Shed'
A review of . . .

THE POTTING SHED
by Graham Greene
This is a suspense drama in which a man in his middle
forties is in quest of the explanation of why he has been
a lenated from his father and mother since his teen years.
The play opens with the aged father, an avowed athe
ist, at the point of death. When the news of his father
reaches the son, he seeks to reach the bedside of his father,
only to be denied by his mother.
, hid lefusal to explain why she denies him this oppor
tunity to see his father spurs the son in a relentless search
tor the explanation as to why his parents have alienated
him.
His detective-like sleuthing finally uncovers reports of
two incredible happenings in the potting shed on the old
ome place during his teens. One was his mysterious "Lazarus-type" restoration to life. His father, by reason of his
a leism, refused to acknowledge this happening and chose
to forget his son.
. 1 he second thing was that an uncle, by reason of his
theism, had fervently prayed for the restoration of this
lite even at the price of God's taking from the uncle his
own personal faith.
1 he play reveals the despair of the son who cannot
understand why his parents have alienated him. It also
reveals the despair of the uncle who has settled into a
hypociitical mediocre form of Christianity which has no
vital faith.
What has the play to do with religious themes? Only
two observations are possible within our limited review.
For one thing, it stresses the power of the miraculous. It
discloses that miracles constitute the strongest case possible
against atheism and its certitude in denying the existence
of God. In the presence of the miraculous, the certainties
of atheism become uncertainties. The play generates em
phasis upon the view that miracles have the effect of soft
ening up the hard-headed certainty of atheism.
For another thing, miracles may not occur unless one
is willing to ask from God with so much love for the one
who needs the miracle that one's own personal faith in God
is paid as the price for the miracle. Although this view may
have a certain appeal to those who stress that love is all,
theie is a crucial issue involved here which the play ignores.
That issue is whether faith is to be sacrificed in order to
express sufficient love for others. The Biblical view of faith
is that the individual who lives by faith obtains a profound
certainty concerning God. Faith is not paid as the price for
a miracle of love.
Dr. Charles Wilson
Professor of Religion and Philosophy
Best scene in T h e P o t t i n g S h e d is the second act when
the drunken priest discovers that his loss of faith has been
the result of his own petition to God at the time the miracle
in question took place.
In terms of Greene's development as a playwright two
aspects of The Potting Shed are noteworthy. The principal
character is a man who is not able to love. Greene's limita
tion as a writer appears to be inability to communicate the
warmth of passion; he has wisely made capital of the short
coming by writing explicitly of a man who cannot feel at
all. In the scene with the faithless Priest . . . self comes to
terms with its own uncertainty.
Christian Century, 1967
Discussing religious issues in T h e P o t t i n g S h e d , Greene
explains that the priest's offer to give up his faith in re
turn for his young nephew's life is "a contract made in the
dark." When the boy lives, the priest only imagines that
God has accepted his offer. But faith is a "gift from God,
not a merit, and therefore was not his to give away"—as is
proved when he recovers faith. Greene admits that the
point may not be too clear but adds that if his play were all
crystal clear, it would be a "dull thing indeed."
L i f e , 1957
For 30 years, James Callifer lived in a state of tor
ment, unloved by his parents, unable to love his wife, never
knowing the reason for his misery. He only knows that he
was involved in some shocking boyhood incident in a gardner's shed, which he cannot remember and nobody dares
mention. This mystery is presented and solved in a new
religious play, The Potting Shed. It was Greene's first suc
cessful play on Broadway, and one of the season's best
acted and most engrossing dramas, a spiritual detective
story.
Saturday Review, 1957

COMMENTS ON T H E P O T T I N G S H E D
I am not a particularly astute judge of plays, especial
ly written ones. Generally I do a little better when I see a
play performed on the stage. But because The Potting Shed
has spiritual overtones (I think), I have been asked to make
some comments.
This is not a very envious assignment, especially when
the theater critic for the New York Daily News (Jan. 30,
19o7) says: "This is an odd play, perhaps a Roman
<n?u
'c version
T.S. Eliot's (who was an Episcopalian)
The Cocktail Party'!" Even author Greene himself felt
i o U I ! 0 n t ( ) e x I ) l a ' n his own play to a l i f e reporter
( A Spiritual Suspense Story" Life, April 1, 1957). What
kind of a play is it when the reader has to rely upon an
interview provided by the author for the correct interpreta
tion of his play?
I am not sure who the central character of the play is
think perhaps it is Father Callifer, the priest. It appears
tnat Graham Greene is very fond of priests. Some eight of
lem appear in his novels and plays. They are not ordinary
run-of-the-mill priests either. Greene's priests are essential
ly earthy fellows who succeed very well in separating the
validity of the office from the holiness of the man. I'm
anxious to hear 1U students debate this interesting point!
Ihe central problem with which the play seems to deal
is the problem of evil. Can a Father (because he is con
vinced his convictions are true), a Mother (because she
must protect her conviction-bound husband), a Doctor (be
cause he is sworn to professional secrecy), and a Priest (be
cause he has bargained with God) do evil in order that
supposed good may come? Now that's quite a problem I
suspect many TU students wrestle with it in one way or
another. I don't think Graham Greene solves this problem,
at least not in this play. But this play may help us to talk
about it a bit.
There is one thing more I might say. I think one of
the characters is overdrawn. I refer to Anna. Maybe I have
forgotten what 13-year-old daughters are like, but if I
! r- a j 1 3 ~ j e a r " o l d l i k e A n n a - 1 would devote all my time
to finding some young man to take her off my hands as
soon as possible! What a minx she is!
T . h f . P ° { t m g S h e d could be an exciting evening for us,
especially if we keep our perspective.
Pastor, Peter Pascoe

THE POTTING SHED: AN INTERPRETATION
T H E P O T T I N G S H E D by Graham Green, to be present
ed by the Trojan Players October 26, 27, and 28, is a subtle
and fascinating expose' of the sham, utter meaninglessness
and futility of life and existence itself in the absence of
genuine love and faith. The characters are fittingly chosen
and they perform discretely. The plot is superb and the
action is attention-gripping and progressive from the start
ing-line to the climax.
A proud, self-centered, loveless, aristocratic English
taniily-head, H. C. Callifer, employs his literary talents
and social prestige (even to more than a passing acquaint
ance with Bertrand Russell) to reduce the members of his
family and relatives to his own loveless-faithless level of
sophisticated sham and meaningless existence.
Family alienations, psychic disturbances, suicidal ten
dencies, (and even attempts) characterize the harvest of
humanistic existential nullity resulting from the ardently
cultivated garden of Callifer's loveless atheism.
But Green does not leave his reader-spectators in the
hopelessness of nihilism. Following the death of H. C.
Callifer ("the Death of the Death of God"—"the grand
disillusionment") there recurs a restoration—a renewal of
love, and consequently of faith, for which Anne Collifer,
the 13-year-old granddaughter of H.C. Callifer, is respon
sible, in large measure—"a child shall lead them." This
exquisite drama which depicts so accurately much of the
thought climate of today with its devastating effects upon
the meaning of life and existence might be summed up as
follows: in the absence of love faith dies, and with the
death of faith all meaning vanishes. But, on the positive
side, this drama seems to say, with the Great Apostle of
the Christian faith, that the only thing which really pro
vides meaning and worth to life is "faith that is spurred
on to action by love" (Gal. 5:6b, William's trans.)
Chas. W. Carter
Professor of Philosophy
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Twenty-five Years of Service

Rediger Exemplifies Legendary Success Story
by Rick Turner
Dedication, hard work, and a
Christ-like example characterize
the quarter century of service to
Taylor University by Dr. Milo A.
Rediger, twenty-fifth president of
the institution.
On November 10, 1965, in what
was one of the most impressive

and well-attended ceremonies in
Dr. Rediger was elected presi
the history of Taylor, Dr. Rediger dent by a unanimous vote of the
was inaugurated. Visiting dele Trustees on July 1, 1967 after
gates representing 162 colleges, serving as Academic Dean of the
universities, and learned societies university for eighteen years
throughout the United States from 1945 to 1950 and 1952 to
converged upon the campus for 1965. He also had been vicethe ceremonies.
president since 1954 and has held
the rank of professor of philoso
phy and religion since 1945.
A native of northwestern Ohio,
Dr. Rediger was raised on a
farm. Impressed up his memory
is the time he dug 300 citrus tree
holes at a penny per hole in
order to purchase a three-dollar
guitar.
It was not until he was 21 that
he was able to attend his first
year at Marion College. After
completing his sophomore year
there he transferred to Taylor.
As a Taylor junior he was cochairman of Youth conference
and as a senior was president of
Posing in front of the new president's Home, Dr. and Mrs. Rediger
enjoy the tree-studded grounds. President Rediger's out-door in his class. In May of' 1939 he
terests range from landscaping to horseback riding.
graduated with an A.B. degree

magna cum laude.

University.

Behind every great man . . .

Mrs. Rediger received her B.S.
in elementary education from
Taylor in 1956 and is presently
teaching 6th grade at Thomas
Jefferson Elementary School in
Marion. She formerly taught 5th
grade for eleven years. Through
night and Saturday courses she
acquired her M.A. degree from
Ball State.

One interesting development of
his college years was his ac
quaintance with a Velma Vernier.
As a high school student he had
met her at various Christian
youth meetings near his home in
Pioneer, Ohio. Their next meet
ing was at a small church near
Fort Wayne where young Redi
ger was a student pastor. Velma
was then a senior at Fort Wayne
Bible College. Following their
graduation they were married.
In the next four years he re
ceived his M.A. degree in phi
losophy and his Ph.D. degree in
philosophy and administration of
higher education from New York

After 25 years at Taylor, Dr.
Milo A. Rediger's story fulfills
the legendary concept of success.
Coming from a small Ohio farm
he has risen to the highest posi
tion at Taylor University. It is.
due to his dedication, hard work,
and that Christ-like example.

Movie Series Begins Tuesday . . .

Union Director Announces Plans
"Our philosophy of program
ming is to provide something to
interest
everyone
over
the
course of the year," David Klopfenstein, director of the Student
Union, commented. "We don't
expect to please everyone at
each event, but will try to cover
a lot of different interest groups.
"We are now planning pro
grams for people interested in
skiing, hour radio, and art ex
hibits."
To plan effectively, however,
it is essential that the program
ming board know what the stu
dents want to have planned.
Klopfenstein strongly encour
ages students to let him know
by coming to the union office in
the SA building, or by contact
ing Jack Stoltzfus, chairman of
the Student Union Program
Board, or any member of the
committee. Anyone with an idea,
or anyone who wants to get in
volved in programming should
just mention their idea to any
committee member.
"We don't consider ourselves
an entertainment committee,"
Klopfenstein
continued.
"We
have much broader responsibil
ities than that.
"We want to serve the stu
dents and can serve them most
effectively if they let us know
what they want us to plan."

tainment for Homecoming. Joan
Goddard, folk entertainer from
North Central College in Naperville, 111., will be the featured
performer at tomorrow night's
folk fest, from 10 p.m. to mid
night at the lake.
The movie "The Ugly Ameri
can" will be shown Tuesday,
Oct. 24 as the first in this year's
film series. Featuring Marlin
Brando, the movie depicts the
personal history of a diplomat,
and his reaction to the things
he must do and observe in a
small Asian country. An award
winning film,
it provides deep
insight into the roll of the
American diplomat, as well as
American obligations and re
sponsibilities to the internation
al policies of another country.
Other films
scheduled are
"Finest Hour," "Heroes of Talewerk," "Psycho," "Shenandoah,"
"The Unsinkable Molly Brown,"
and "Lord Jim." "The film series
is free and will be held as often
as possible in Shreiner to pro
vide better sound facilities and
atmosphere," Klopfenstein com
mented. "If attendance is great
enough, there will be two show
ings of the films."
Trips planned

This year the student union
will also be planning trips such
as a spring skiing trip in Colo
Current plans
rado and a winter trip to Chi
The most current fruit of cago.
union planning will be enter
"We are sending out a survey

HUGHES CLEANERS
HARTFORD CITY'S ONLY CLEANER ON THE "SQUARE"
Phone 348-3110

So. Side Square

shortly requesting student opin
ion on the coming trip to Chi
cago. Planned for early Decem
ber, the trip will cost a total of
$15 per person for his transpor
tation to and from Chicago and
for accommodations in the Pal
mer Hotel."
The group will arrive in Chi
cago in time for dinner and an
enjoyable evening.
Each student will be able to
plan his own activities, and may
choose from professional athlet
ic events, the Art Museum, Field
Museum, Museum of Science and
Industry, Oriental Museum, Chi
na Town, Old Town, cinema,
and plays. In addition, State
Street will be in all its "Christmasized" glory, for those who
will want to shop or just look.
"In addition to the Chicago
trip," Klopfenstein continued,
"We would like to sponsor trans
portation to professional hockey
games in Fort Wayne, and a trip
to Cincinnati to see the Royals
basketball games. But what we
plan definitely depends on inter
est shown by surveys and by
what students indicate they want.
"The student union program
ming committee is a service
committee. We want to do all we
can for the students, and the
committee members want to
plan. So it remains up to stu
dents to let us know what they
want and how we can help
them."

During the 1965 Homecoming weekend President Rediger spoke at
the dedication of Wengatz Hall, the first of six new buildings to be
completed.

'Whitman Portrait' To Start
Artist Series This Season
The Artist Series will start
this year with "A Whitman Por
trait" by Paul Shyne. It will be
presented on Tuesday, October
31,
in
Maytag
Gymnasium.
" 'Portrait' stars Victor Thorley
with Janet Sarno, John Leighton,
and Ira lewis," announced David
Klopfenstein, Student Union di
rector.
"A Whitman Portait" is a bio
graphical drama of Walt Whit
man. It traces the development

WASH DAY?

Come UPTOWN
PLENTY OF HOT SOFT WATER

A new dollar bill changer for your convenience

BECK'S LAUNDROMAT
38 West Railroad

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Upland

OUR SPECIAL CHECKING ACCOUNT IS IDEAL FOR THE COLLEGE STUDENT
USE

OUR

—
Monday Thru

CONVENIENT

Banking

AUTO

BANK

Hours —

Thursday

9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Friday

9 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Saturday

DAILY PICK UP & DELIVERY

of his life from his early days
as a journalist to his later days
as an accomplished writer.
Victor Thorley, who plays
Walt Whitman, has played other
major roles including the lead
in Eva La Gallionne's produc
tion of Hamlet. Shyne has direct
ed and produced other classics
such as works of John Dos Passos, John Hersey, and William
Butler Yeats, both on the West
Coast and in New York.

Closed All Day

THE CITIZENS STATE BANK
101 W. Washington St.
MEMBER

FEDERAL

Hartford City, Indiana
DEPOSIT

INSURANCE

CORPORATION
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Homecoming began in '48 . . .

Plans to return . . .

Spirit Remains The Same

H o m e Is V i e t N a m

by Greg Watson

The spirit of activity which
surrounds Homecoming is ines
capable. The tension of the elec
tion of a queen, the warmth of
meeting old friends, the thrill of
an exciting football game, the
joy of a marching band and
twirlers: yes, this is Homecom
ing, September 24, 1948.
The spirit of the first Home
coming has lasted over the years
to this weekend's activities. In
many respects these two week-

rected by Fred Reiter, per
formed in 1948. They were led
in a marching exhibition by Os
car Baldwin, a champion twirler.
He led the band onto the dark
ened field and gave the fans an
exhibition of baton-twirling with
flaming batons. While the TU
baton-bearers are not quite as
daring as Baldwin, they certain
ly must be more attractive.
After this the stadium was re
lighted and the band formed a

processional around the field.
The climax was the singing of
the Taylor song by the students
and alumni.
This year's candidates will al
so have a processional around
the field, but the queen will be
presented her crown tonight in
stead of on the field tomorrow.
Ed Bruerd, alumni executive
secretary, will present the srown
and be the announcer of the
halftime. After the processional
around the field he will present
prizes to the various organiza
tions and classes for their floats
and decorations.
Similar — yes — different —
yes. But, the spirit remains the
same.

by Joann
To each of Taylor's 1300 stu
dents, the word "home" brings a
different mental image. But of
all 1300 students, probably only
Lois Taylor pictures a secondstory Saigon apartment.
Lois was born in Hanoi and
learned to speak Vietnamese be
fore she learned English. Her
parents, the Rev. and Mrs. Rich
ard Taylor, are working with
Christian and Missionary Alli
ance in Saigon, where they write
Sunday School lessons for nearly
8 million people in the national
church.
Lois attended boarding school
at Dalat for ten years until the
school was evacuated two years
ago. Since then, she has been
studying in Malaysia. She first

Continued from page 3 . . .

NSA Politics, Services

Dr. Clyde Meredith, former Taylor president, interviews Martha
Busch, senior from Underwood, North Dakota, and the first Home
coming queen as she begins her victory ride.

ends are similar and yet they
are different.
At both times the university
has had new science facilities.
In 1948 the Science Building
(now the music annex) was dedi
cated. Now, 19 years later, Taylorites are again proud of their
new science facilities.
The 1948 Homecoming also in
cluded Matriculation Day. Ma
triculation Day is now held at
about the same time in late Sep
tember, but Homecoming has
been moved to October.
The football gome tomorrow
will be a far cry from the one
in the '48 Homecoming. The lat
ter was the first football game
in TU history. It was a night
game against Huntington Col
lege at Memorial Field in Mari
on. Coach Don Odle was the sole
coach of that team which lost
12-6 to Huntington.
An estimated 4,000 people at
tended that game and the ex
pected crowd for tomorrow's
contest against Hanover is 6,000.
The half-time exhibitions also
should be quite similar.
The Grant County Band, di-

huge T while Mrs. Leota Hat
field, a TU alumnus, sang "Back
Home in Indiana."
The processional of candidates
was driven before the stands
and Dr. Clyde Meredith present
ed the first Homecoming queen,
Martha Busch (now Mrs. M.
Leigh Maclver), a bouquet of
flowers; and then she led the

D e b a t e r s P r e p a r e for Y e a r ;
T o p i c I s f G u a r a n t e e d Income'
On October 28 six members of
the Taylor debate squad will ac
company Professor Dale Jackson,
debate coach, to the Manchester
Invitational. The topic which the
teams will be debating at Man
chester and the rest of the year
is "Resolved: that the federal
government should guarantee a
minimum cash income to all
citizens."
Brian Heath and Russ Lesser
will be competing as a two-man
varsity team against teams from
other schools in Indiana and sur
rounding states. The varsity com-

petition will consist of four
rounds of switch-sides debating.
Russ and Brian will have the
chance to debate both negative
and affirmative.
One four-man novice team from
Taylor will also be competing at
Manchester. Tim Wilson and
Terry Deck will be debating the
affirmative side of the issue,
while Dale Bales and Rich
Strycker will defend the nega
tive position. This team will also
compete in four rounds lasting
the entire day.

FOR YOUR

AAONTGOMERY ]
W A R D )

about our securing a discount
from local stores, and what rea
son do we have to believe that
anything is being done now?
Further, why do we need NSA to
receive a discount? Again, do we
need to be a member of NSA to
band with other colleges in con
tracting top entertainment at re
duced rates? The answer is we
don't. Or can it be that NSA is
a word that strikes benevolence
and good will into the heart of
every merchant and entertainer?
Not only are we not receiving
NSA travel abroad discount ser-

SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

Phone 348-2000

Hartford City, Indiana

ITS AWYI T H F L O W E R S

vices, but there are also other
travel abroad programs at least
equal to if not better than NSA's.
NSA's student government in
formation service offers infor
mation on over 800 topics. Let's
once more put the facts straight
on the line. This NSA service has
been in existence for several
years, yet neither you nor I have
benefitted from it. Do we really
need such a service? By writing
state and national governmental
and non-governmental agencies,
we can obtain all the information
we need on many more than 800
topics.
The last student service men
tioned was NSA's "sponsorship"
of course evaluation. Contrary to
this article's statement, the course
evaluation project is not spon
sored by NSA. As a result of a
joint meeting between the stu
dent and faculty academic affairs
committees, the course evalua
tion project was initiated. To say
that NSA had anything to do with
this meeting or its results is to
stretch the imagination to its
end. In fact, I wrote a letter to
NSA before the semester began
asking for sample evaluation
forms used by other colleges. As
a member school we are sup
posed to get an answer within two
weeks. Its been six weeks and
still no answer.
Is it worth our student council
money ($550 last year) to be as
sociated with an organization
whose services are either not
coming through or can be gained
from other sources with much
less financial strain on our stu
dent council budget? You de
cide.
Respectfully
Rick Poland
Chairman, Student
Academic Affairs Committee

MAYOR'S

DAVIS FLORAL CO.

MANOR
RELAX

Gene Habecker, Bob Wolgemuth

MAKE THIS YOUR

Neuroth
heard of Taylor four years ago
when her brother was choosing
a college. She decided to come
here because of the good things
she heard about Taylor from
missionaries who had attended
and from others such as Bob
Pierce. Lois had been in the
States three times on furlough,
but had never seen the campus
until she arrived this fall.
Lois considers Vietnam her
home and plans to return as a
missionary after three years
here and two in nurse's training.
Although missionary work in
Vietnam is somewhat limited
presently since the war does not
permit visiting outlying villages,
opportunities are still tremen
dous, she feels. Vietnamese in
military training camps, prison
camps and military hospitals are
responding to the word of God,
and U. S. chaplains are grateful
for co-operation in their work.
If Lois had to pick one word
to sum up the Vietnamese atti
tudes toward the United States,
it would be "confusion." The
people, she explains, are not
able to understand what is going
on around them.
Samuel Delcamp, director of
Student Affairs, announced
that the second of the series
of flu shots will be given next
week, Oct. 23-28. The 50 cents
charged for the series will be
due when the second shot is
received. Only those who took
the first shot may receive the
second.
Oct. 23 (4-6 p.m.) Wengatz Hall
Oct. 24 (4-6 p.m.) East Hall
Oct. 25 (7-9 p.m.) Morris and
Swallow Robin Halls and
Fairlane
Oct. 25 (4-6 p.m.) MCW Hall
Oct, 28 (10 a.m.-12 noon) facul
ty and staff (but no depend
ents)
Those people whose sched
ules conflict with this plan
may also come on Wed. Oct.
25 (7-9 p.m.).
Ronald Keller, associate di
rector of student affairs, an
nounced the revision of motor
vehicle parking regulations.
All regulations will remain as
stated in the student hand
book except those relating to
the following changes:
All students may now use
faculty and student parking
areas, including the Liberal
Arts Building lot, after 5 p.m.
on weekdays. The East Hall
lot is open at any time. Resi
dent students may park their
automobiles in the commuter
lot after 3:30 p.m. on week
days and all day Saturday and
Sunday.
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H o m e c o m i n g Events
Include Sports Trio

For the third consecutive year, the Taylor tennis team has captured the HCC championship. Mem
bers of this year's squad are (kneeling, I. to r.) Andy Dale, Doug Dean, Dan Keller, Roy Flanary,
Gary Rickner, Brian Warner, and (standing, I. to r.) Coach Bob Blume, Bill Busch, Glen McCroskery,
Bruce Gee, Paul Rork, Tim Hillen, Bob Gnade and Dave Dean.

Trojan Netmen Rap IC 7-0;
Boast 3rd Straight HCC Title
The Trojan netmen waltzed to
their third consecutive Hoosier
College Conference tennis champ
ionship by defeating Indiana
Central 6-1 last Saturday. The
team extended its season record
to 8-0, with six wins in the con
ference.
Coach Bob Blume, in his first
season at Taylor, said the con
sistent winning play of the netters "must be attributed to a
fantastic team spirit. The guys
just forgot which positions they
were playing and went out to win
each match."
In singles play, number one
man Paul Rork scored 6-2, 6-3,
followed by Dan Keller in the
number two slot with a 6-3, 4-6,
11-9 victory. Bruce Gee, in the
third position, scraped by 7-5,
3-6, 6-4; Dave Dean at fourth
lost 4-6, 2-6; and Doug Dean
scored 6-4, 6-1.

blemished while the Gee-Keller
combo extended their four year
conference victory string to 21
straight.
The squad faces its final match

of the season tomorrow against
Goshen College. Although Tay
lor defeated Goshen 7-2 earlier
this season, Coach Blume ex
pects a strong match.

Homecoming festivities will un
ravel on the TU campus tomor
row with an expected 5000 visitors
here to view the color and beauty
surrounding the athletic com
petition. Three different schools
will attempt to dim the Taylor
outlook of the day.
Goshen will bring their netmen down in hopes of ruining a
perfect Trojan season. Coach Bob
Blume's crew triumphed over
Goshen earlier in the season with
a 7-2 decision. Starting time is
scheduled for 9:30 a.m.
The harriers of Coach George
Glass face a big opponent in
Purdue University. Last season,
the Trojans won a quadrangular
meet at Purdue, scoring 22 points
to the Boilermaker's 75. The gun
will sound at 10 a.m. for the four
mile run.
The final athletic event for
1967 Homecoming will be the
Hanover-TU grid classic. Han
over is tops in the HCC with a
3-0 mark. In 1966, at this time,
TU was unbeaten but bowed to
Hanover 21-13. With a win to
morrow, the Trojans could take
the HCC lead. Kickoff time is

2 p.m.
The conference football stand
ings are as follows:
Conferenee
3-0
3-1
2-1
1-1
1-3
1-3
0-3

Hanover
TAYLOR
Franklin
Earlham
Indiana C.
Manchester
Anderson

Over
all
3-2
4-1
3-2
2-2
1-3
1-3
0-4

Girl's Hockey
Stands 2-0

"Two" seems to be the magic
number for the Taylor women's
field hockey team coached by
Mrs. Jean Horwood, assistant pro
fessor of physical education. In
the opening game of the season
October 7, the team defeated Ball
State 2-0. Last Saturday they
topped Indiana Central by the
identical score.
The Ball State contest, charac
terized by aggressive play on both
sides, was a stalemate until ten
minutes before the final whistle
when Judy Ruppert pushed the
ball across the line from her left
inner position. Several minutes
later Jean Lehman scored on a
pass from Jean Dade.
Play in the Indiana Central
game was hampered slightly by
a slick field, and although Taylor
dominated the play, the girls
were able to score only once in
each half. Jean Dade and Judy
tercepted an IC pass, and re Ruppert each countered for Tay
turned it 21 yards, into Central's lor.
territory. Eight plays later, Ron
NOTICE
Johnson plunged across the goal
line for Taylor's first and only
Marcia Hendrickson, president
score. Romine's point after was of the Indiana Student Education
successful, and the game ended Association, has been appointed
with the score Indiana Central president of the Midwest Region
College 9, Taylor University 7. of the National Student Associa

Two Costly Fumbles Saturday
Hand Taylor a 9-7 Setback

The Taylor University football split the uprights with a field
Trojans fell from the ranks of goal to put them ahead 3-0 with
the undefeated Saturday as they 9 minutes left in the first half.
dropped a 9-7 decision to pre
The third quarter opened
viously winless Indiana Central with no significant ground gain
College.
ing. It was not until the middle
With only a little more than a of the quarter that Central was
minute gone, in the first quarter, once again able to pick up the
the Taylor backfield fumbled, action. With eight minutes left
and Central took possession of in the third quarter, another TU
tion. She will plan and preside
the ball in their own territory. fumble was recovered by IC.
over the Midwest Regional Con
Statistics
I. C.'s march brought them to
Only two plays later, Central
vention which will be held in
The Rork-Dean combination the Taylor 27-yard line, where quarterback Don Nicosin com 1st Downs: TU, 11; ICC, 9
Indianapolis May, 1968.
Rushing
Yardage:
TU,
124;
ICC,
kept their conference record un Bill Ross, Central punter, then pleted a pass to back Bill Ross,
53
good for 58 yards and the game's Passing:
TU, 3-12; ICC, 14-26
first touchdown. PAT 1 was Passing Yardage: TU, 46; ICC,
134
blocked, and the score was 9-0.
ARROW SHIRTS
Total Yardage: TU, 170; ICC, 187
It was not unitil the final
Penalties: TU, 7-77; ICC, 4-40
quarter that the Trojans were Fumbles: TU, 3, lost 2; ICC, 0
SWANK JEWELRY
able to get on the scoreboard. Pass Interceptions: TU, 2; ICC, 0
Lineman Mike Sonnenberg in- Punting: TU, 3-34.3; ICC, 5-28.6
HICKOK BELTS
By Rick Stroycker
close
Taylor University's cross coun- Owen of Taylor finished
try team captured a 19-42 vic behind in eighth and ninth pla
tory over conference rival Indi ces with times of 22:33 and
ana Central here last Saturday. 22:40. Ogburn of Indiana Cen
We welcome an opportunity
The meet was highlighted by tral rounded out the top ten
the record-smashing perform with his time of 22:58.
to serve your banking needs
Jack Baumgardner was the
ances of Taylor's Phil Captain
next
Taylor
man,
finishing
elev
and Indiana Central's Fritt
"Growing by Serving"
Hohlt. Captain toured the four- enth. He Was followed by Har
mile course in the outstanding old Habecker in the fifteenth
41/2% Paid On Certificate of Deposit
time of 21:08. Hohlt was not far position. Taylor runners Louis
Captain,
Steve
Huffman,
Kermit
behind with his clocking of
Lynn
McBride
and
ALL LEADING BRANDS
21:12. Both men shattered the Welty,
Doug
Gregory
took
positions
17
previous course standard of
21:16 set by Captain in a dual through 21. Bob Harvey was next
meet with Anderson College on for the Trojans in 24th place.
September 30 of this year.
10% Discount on all
Taylor sealed the victory by
Indiana 9, 37 and 15
AAA
Purchases
of Regular Price
sweer ing the next four posi
Marion, Indiana
Phone 664-0501
Merchandise with Taylor
tions. Ralph Foote finished third;
WELCOME TO
his time was 21:55. Mike Red
I.D. Card
mond was fourth in 22:10. Jim
Austin and John Jantiss finished
in fifth and sixth places with re
Southwest Corner of
spective times of 22:22 and

TU Rambles Over IC',
Captain Breezes In

STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF

THE

VARSITY
SHOP

THE UPLAND BANK

BROADMOOR LODGE

22:28.

Indiana Central's second man,
Walker, finished
seventh in
22:31. Ron Dubach and Steve
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